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Traffic Investigation Report
Purpose of Traffic Investigation
A traffic investigation was performed to measure and observe motorist, bicyclist,
and pedestrian behavior and safety as well as to note the existing roadway
characteristics. The investigation is intended to focus on the problems identified
by the neighborhood petition letters, as well as problems observed during the
course of the investigation. Traffic counts and speeds have been recorded.
Based on this information, recommendations have been made which will be
implemented by the Town provided that a clear majority of the directly affected
residents who return a completed survey form to the Town approve of the
recommended changes.
Problems Identified by the Neighborhood (see Petition letter in Appendix)
A petition, dated 4/13/12, and signed by the Cobblestone Springs Home Owners
Association President, was submitted to the Town identifying neighborhood traffic
concerns and requesting that the Town of Avon study traffic on Cobblesprings
Drive between Winterwood Drive and Cobblesprings Court. The concerns cited
are:


“Vehicles on this road are using excessive speed”

A copy of the petition appears in the report Appendix.
Neighborhood Roadway Characteristics (see Roadway Data Checklist and aerial
exhibits in Appendix)
Neighborhood characteristics were observed on Tuesday, June 6, 2012, from
7:15 to 7:45 PM, and on Tuesday, June 12, 2012 between 4:45 and 5:10 PM. A
speed limit sign (25 mph) has been installed on the entry boulevard off of Dan
Jones Road. In addition, 25 mph is the codified speed limit for all residential
streets in Town, unless otherwise established by the Avon Town Council. Parked
cars were noted on Cobblesprings Drive, clustered along the western curve near
Cobblesprings Court. No centerline or roadway edge pavement markings exist,
which is consistent with the Town’s practice for residential streets.
Cobblesprings Drive begins at the southern edge of the subdivision on US 36
(Rockville Road) and ends in a cul-de-sac north of the area of concern noted in
the petition. The road primarily consists of curves, with one straight section of
roadway in the southern section of the neighborhood receiving a speed hump a
few years ago. In the area of concern cited in the petition letter, Cobblesprings
Drive (north) is 26-feet wide and has a 450-feet long straight tangent section. The
first curve to the east (radius about 225 feet) is located between the entrance
drive off of Dan Jones Road and Winterwood Drive. The western curve (radius

about 250-feet) begins at Autumn Springs and ends north of Cobblesprings
Court.
Four-foot wide sidewalks in good condition are located along both sides of the
street in this neighborhood. A five-foot green buffer strip exists between the
sidewalk and the mountable rolled curb street edge. No safety deficiencies were
noted for pedestrians or bicyclists.
The intersections of Cobblesprings Drive with Winterwood Drive, Autumn Springs
Drive, and Cobblesprings Court have stop signs on the side street approach only.
Four pedestrians were observed during the 30 minute site visit beginning at 7:15
PM on June 5, and eight pedestrians and two bicyclists were noted the second
evening (June 12) beginning at 4:45 PM during pleasant weather.
There were no apparent sightline obstructions for motorists traveling along
Cobblesprings Drive, other than a cluster of parked cars near Cobblesprings
Court. Without the parked cars, stopping sight distances of about 350-feet were
noted traveling in both directions through both curved roadway sections. The
minimum intersection sight distance measured from the Autumn Springs Drive
side street was about 200 to 250-feet, due to some obstruction of view by
landscaping and parked cars. This intersection sight distance appears to be
minimally adequate under these conditions at this location.

Cobblesprings Drive looking southeast towards boulevard to Dan Jones Road

Cobblesprings Drive looking east from Cobblesprings Court

Cobblesprings Drive looking southeast at western curve with parked cars

Recorded Traffic Data (see Traffic Data Location exhibit and Traffic Data Table in
Appendix)
For the purposes of addressing the petitioners concerns, a traffic investigation
was conducted focusing on Cobblesprings Drive from the Cobblestone Springs
entry boulevard to the roadway curve near Cobblesprings Court. Traffic count
locations A and B are shown on the aerial map. Data was collected in one-hour
increments beginning on Monday, May 14, 2012, and ending on Friday, May 18,
2012. A traffic data table was prepared, which summarizes the recorded speed
and traffic volume information for both directions of travel at each location.
Analysis of Traffic and Roadway Data
Although the straight tangent section of Cobblesprings Drive is longer than ideal
to control speeds (about 450 feet), the turning traffic, well-spaced curves, and
parked cars in the roadway seems to have resulted in at least two-thirds of all
traffic traveling under the 25 mph speed limit. Other than the minimal intersection
sight distance looking west from Autumn Springs Drive, there does not appear to
be any other significant safety concerns in this portion of the neighborhood.
At data collection location A, the average travel speed is 20 mph, while the 85th
percentile speeds averaged 26 mph. Thirteen vehicles per day were traveling at
least 35 mph on these roadways. It appears that at least 30% of the 659 vehicles
average recorded weekday traffic is traveling between greater than 25 MPH at
this location.
At location B, the travel speeds are lower, most likely due to the roadway curve
and parked vehicles. The average speed at this location is 15 MPH, and the 85th
percentile speed averaged 21 mph. About 5% of all traffic travelled faster than 25
MPH at this location, which is within reasonable limits. An average of 416
vehicles traversed this point during the second full week of May. The directional
distribution of traffic is nearly even, as expected.
Remediation Alternatives (see Speed Hump Location exhibit in Appendix)
Based on the fact that at least 30% of vehicles are traveling faster than the 25
mph speed limit at location A, and 13 vehicles per day are traveling faster than
35 mph, a 14-foot parabolic speed hump, 3-inches high, should be considered at
that location. The proposed speed hump is shown as a yellow bar on the aerial
exhibit in the Appendix.
An added stop sign for westbound traffic on the entry drive can also be
considered at the Cobblesprings Drive intersection. Since traffic is already stop
controlled for both the northbound and southbound directions on Cobblesprings
Drive at this intersection, this stop sign may not be necessary. If the police or
residents indicate that this intersection is a safety problem, then a stop sign

should be implemented. As with any change in traffic control on public streets,
any anticipated benefit as a result of the change should be weighed against the
possible short-term effects of violating driver expectancy as motorists get used to
the new stop sign being in place.
Recommended Alternatives and Estimated Costs
A 14-foot, 3-inch high parabolic speed hump is recommended at or near
data collection location A. The estimated cost of the speed hump, including
appropriate warning signs and “chevron” pavement markings (see Traffic
Calming Design Guidelines in the report Appendix) is $2,000. The
installation of a standard stop sign for the westbound approach of the
entry drive at Cobblesprings Drive should also be considered.
Implementation Plan
The installation of the speed humps can be conducted as part of the Town’s
annual paving program this summer, pending favorable approval by the residents
located in the Directly Affected Area and the Avon Town Council. If a speeding or
other safety problems persists in this area, a follow up study can be conducted to
determine if additional safety measures are warranted.
Directly Affected Area (See exhibit in Appendix)
Although many residents of this subdivision could be affected by the installation
of traffic calming devices, it was decided to limit the number of residents in the
Directly Affected Area (DAA) to those that are most directly affected by the higher
vehicle speeds on Cobblesprings Drive. The homes that were included in the
DAA are shown on the aerial graphic in the Appendix.
These residents will receive survey letters in the mail asking them to review this
draft report and to give their feedback regarding the proposed recommendations.
Neighborhood Survey Results (See Neighborhood Survey Letter and Responses
in Appendix)
A survey letter was sent by mail to all 18 residents in the Directly Affected Area
asking them to review this draft report and to give their feedback regarding the
proposed recommendations. Only five households (28%) responded, with only
two indicating their support for the proposed recommendations (one respondent
did not support the recommendations). Three of the respondents said that they
understood the report and recommendations, none indicated that they did not
understand the report.

Public Works Department Recommendation
Based on the low level of response by the residents in the Directly Affected Area,
the Public Works Department recommends that no speed humps be installed at
the current time. Only two households surveyed were in favor of installing a
speed hump. Speeds are not excessive in the area surveyed.
Town Council Action
The Town Council, at their August 23, 2012 meeting, voted to accept the
recommendations of the Public Works Department and to hold off on installing
the proposed speed hump until there is more demonstrated support.
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Petition Requesting a Study for the Traffic Calming Program
The Cobblestone Springs HOA Board requests the Town of Avon study the traffic on
Cobblesprings Dr [note side between Winterwood Dr and Cobblesprings Ct. Vehicles on
this road are using excessive speed. This petition will then be used to determine what
neighborhoods will-participate in the "2012 traffic calming" program.
Home Owner's Name
Printed
Randy Johnson
Cobblestone Springs HOA '
President

__

._--_.

Date

Home Owner's
Signature

._----_._._-------------_.

4/13/12

__

.

---------

2012 Avon Traffic Calming Program ‐ Roadway Data Checklist
Subdivision Name: Cobblestone Springs 2
Street Name: Cobblesprings Drive
Tuesday, 6/5/12
Time observed:
Photos?
Speed limit sign locations:
Stop sign locations:
Rolling stops?
Parked car locations:
Pavement markings?

7:15 ‐ 7:45 PM
No
Yes, on entry Boulevard off Dan Jones Rd.
See aerial
None noted
Yes, many, especially near western curve
No

Roadway element dimensions
Width:
Width at neckdowns:
Tangent lengths:
Curve radii:
Sidewalk widths:
Grass buffer widths:
Mountable curbs?
Marked crossings?

26 feet
N/A
450 feet +/‐
East curve: 300 ft. +/‐, West curve: 400 ft. +/‐
4 feet
5 feet
Yes
No

Tuesday, 6/12/12
4:45 ‐ 5:10 PM
Yes
Verified location
Checked locations
A few slow rolls
Three noted near Cobblesprings Drive

Sight distances
Obstructions?
Shortest ISD (where?):
Shortest SSD (where?):

Landscaping and parked cars looking west from
Autumn Springs Drive
200 ‐ 250 feet @ Autumn Springs Drive
350 feet +/‐

Non‐motorized traffic
Pedestrian volumes and patterns:
Bike/other volume and patterns:
In‐street travel:

4
0
None observed

8
2
one pedestrian

Other Comments:

Intersection sight distance minimally adequate
at Autumn Springs Drive?

Driveway ball games result in children
running into streets

Cobblestone Springs (2) Subdivision - Data Collected 05/14/12 to 05/18/12
A - Cobblestone Springs North Drive
Direction of Travel
Eastbound

Westbound

Both Directions

Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace

19 MPH
26 MPH
5 (0.3%)
18 - 27 MPH
51.5%

21 MPH
27 MPH
8 (0.5%)
19 - 28 MPH
55.9%

20 MPH
26 MPH
13 (0.4%)
19 - 28 MPH
53.5%

349
52.9%

310
47.1%

659
100.0%

B - Cobblestone Springs North Drive
Direction of Travel

Eastbound

Westbound

Both Directions

Average (Mean) Speed
85th % Speed
35 MPH+
10 MPH Pace
% Traffic in Pace

15 MPH
20 MPH
1 (0.1%)
12 - 21 MPH
56.4%

15 MPH
21 MPH
0
12 - 21 MPH
52.7%

15 MPH
21 MPH
1 (0.1%)
12 - 21 MPH
54.5%

210
50.5%

206
49.5%

416
100.0%

Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

Average Weekday Traffic Volume
% of Total Traffic (Directional Distribution)

Cobblestone Springs (2) Subdivision
Traffic Data Table
2012 Avon Traffic Calming Program

(Date)
Dear Cobblestone Springs Homeowner:
The Town of Avon received a Petition from Randy Johnson, the Cobblestone Springs
HOA President, dated 4/13/12, requesting that a traffic investigation be conducted in your
neighborhood. Your residence has been included in the “directly affected area” since your
home is close to the traffic calming device that may be installed in the near future. Your
responses to the following survey questions will influence whether or not the Town will
consider installing traffic calming devices this year.
1. Were you aware of the request for traffic calming in your neighborhood?
Yes

No

2. Do you believe that your neighborhood has a traffic problem of concern?
Yes

No

3. If so, what is it?
Speeding
Cut-through traffic
Stop Sign Violations
Other (please explain)
Prior to answering the following questions, please visit the Town of Avon website at
www.avongov.org and click on Neighborhood Traffic Calming listed under Community
Information to review the Traffic Investigation Report and attachments prepared for your
neighborhood.
4. Do you understand the report and the recommendations?
Yes

No

5. Do you support the recommendations made in the report?
Yes

No
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6. Please provide any comments here:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
7. Please print your name and address below:

Name
Address
A decisive majority of the property owners in the directly affected area are asked to
approve of the recommendations in the report for the Town to consider installing the
traffic calming measures this year. The Town may also consider only the percentage of
survey respondents alone when making its decision to move forward with the report
recommendations.
Please return the completed survey within one week to:
Town of Avon
Attn: Ryan Cannon
6570 E. US Hwy 36
Avon, IN 46123
We appreciate your input on this survey.
Sincerely,

Ryan Cannon
Public Works Director
Town of Avon

2012 TRAFFIC CALMING SURVEY
Q-1 - Were you aware of the request for traffic calming in your neighborhood?
Q-2 - Do you believe that your neighborhood has a traffic problem of concern?
Q-3 - If so, what is it?
Q-4 - Do you understand the report and the recommendations?
Q-5 - Do you support the recommendations made in the report?

COBBLESTONE SPRINGS 2 - Neighborhood Survey Responses (2012)
Cobblestone Springs Subdivision
Sub-Div Q-1 yes Q-1 no Q-2 yes Q-2 no
C-1
1
1
C-2
1
1
C-3
1
C-4
1
1
C-5
1
1
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
TOTAL
% Total

2
40

3
60

4
80

Q-3
cut
stop sign
speeding through violation other
1
1
1

Q-4 yes Q-4 no Q-5 yes Q-5 no
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
20

3
60

1

1
20

0

0
0

3
60

1

0
0

2
67

see
address
comment
7970 Cobblesprings Dr.
x
7979 Cobblesprings Dr.
1x
7968 Cobblesprings Dr.
7964 Cobblesprings dr.
7974 Cobblesprings Dr.

1
33

18 Surveys were sent to Cobble Stone Springs residents. 5 ( 27.7%) of those residents completed the survey.
Cobblestone Springs Comments:
C-1

C-2

C-3

I believe most people obsere the speed limits but there are some who apparently believe rules to not apply to them.
Thus the need for action. Drive thru traffic is a problem. I have been passed at a stop sign once and no stop was
made by the drive thru.
Can I paint my curbs yellow for 15 feet on each side of my driveway? My corner lot is the bus stop and parents park their cars
right up to my driveway making it dangerous to leave my home. Because the corner by my house is the bus stop, we need a speed
bump right here to slow down traffic and protect the kids.
Could not find the link on website regarding traffic calming!
No problems.

